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1

Introduction

The concept of technological regime has emerged as an appealing concept for
studying technological stability and change. Technologies do not change haphazardly,
and so there is a need for understanding why certain patterns arise in technical
development, but also in how and why these patterns may change. As we explained in the
introduction to this special issue, the ‘regime’ concept seems particularly appropriate for
such explanatory purposes.
In this concluding contribution we will assess specific strengths and weaknesses of
the regime concept. We do so on the basis of the other contributions made to this special
issue and - where useful or necessary - with reference to more general conceptual and
theoretical discussions in technology dynamics and social science. This editorial
therefore does not try to add up some of the substantive empirical conclusions from the
different contributions, although this would be an interesting effort in its own right.
Rather, we focus on conceptual and methodological lessons that can be learned from the
contributions to this special issue and that might guide further investigations - theoretical
as well as empirical - using the regime concept.
Four issues will be addressed. We start with discussing the idea that technological
regimes are rule-sets and discuss peculiar difficulties with seeing some elements - which
figure in empirical analyses of technological regimes - as rules. The next issue we
discuss is the explanatory power of the regime concept, focusing in particular on what the
notion of ‘rule’ can do in explaining technological development. The third section
discusses the boundaries - empirical as well as conceptual - of technological regimes. In a
final section we consider some relevant issues with respect to the dynamics of
technological change, both within the bounds of an existing regime as well as in the case
of regime transformation.

2

Regimes as rule-sets

Although there is no consensus in the literature on what exactly are the constituting
behavioural elements of technological regimes, rules are usually seen as the central
ingredient of technological regimes [1]. However, as Franssen argues in his contribution,
a clear definition of the notion of ‘rule’ seems to be lacking. Franssen also comes to the
conclusion that some of the constituting elements in what he calls the broad notion of
technological regime cannot be plausibly seen as rules: “Some of its alleged components
cannot plausibly be seen as behavioural elements at all, such as product characteristics
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and infrastructures. Other components are better seen as the complex interplay of many
behavioural elements, such as institutions per se. … Some again may be analysed as
regular but not as forming a rule-set, as was argued … for skills.” (Franssen, this issue)
The observations of Franssen raise a number of questions for the other contributions
to this special issue. One is what (behavioural) elements the different authors see, or use
in their analysis, as the constituting elements of a technological regime. The other
question is whether these elements can plausibly be analysed as rules. It should be noted,
in using the notion of ‘element’ here, that there are major differences with the notion of
element of a physical system (cf. [2]). For most social systems, the ‘element-of’ relation
is, for instance, not transitive. Therefore, although models may form part of the rules of a
technological regime, they are not necessarily themselves elements of the regime. Below,
we will address both questions and try to reach some general conclusions on what this
implies for the further conceptualisation and use of the notion of technological regime.
Of the various contributions, Moors and Mulder remain the closest to the original
definition of technological regime proposed by Nelson and Winter [3]. They analyse the
technological regimes of tyre and zinc production merely in terms of the search heuristics
of engineers and in terms of a basic concept or dominant design. The other authors use a
somewhat broader notion of the concept of technological regime. Ravesteijn sees
technological regimes “as basically consisting of design, construction and management
rules for (complex) artefacts”. To give flesh and bone to these rules, he particularly
uses the triangle of technological development as proposed by Van de Poel [4,5]
(see Figure 1). Ertsen uses this triangle also as inspiration, although in his analysis of
irrigation regimes he confines himself to guiding principles, design criteria and artefacts.
Van de Poel, Hale and Goossens also use the triangle, but in addition see the roles of the
various actors involved in the development and use of a technology as part of the
technological regime. In their actual analysis, the emphasis is not primarily on the rules
that are shown in Figure 1, but on rules that are relevant for safety and they emphasise the
importance of informal in addition to, and sometimes in contrast with, the formal rules
laid down by the regulator. Verheul, finally, relates the notion of ‘technological regime’
to the more general notion of ‘institution’. He mainly pays attention to roles and sees
particular rules for interaction between the relevant actors as connected to, or following
from, these roles.
Figure 1

Triangle of technological development [4,5]
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Although the authors use somewhat different constituting elements of technological
regimes in their empirical analyses, this does not rule out the possibility of one common
underlying notion. In this notion, such elements as search heuristics, dominant designs,
the rules outlined in Figure 1 and roles of actors are the elements that constitute a
technological regime. On this interpretation, the differences between the contributions
would not flow from different uses of the notion of technological regime but from
pragmatic differences in explanatory aims. Different explanatory aims result in somewhat
different elements of technological regimes being central in the empirical analysis.
Another question is whether the mentioned elements can plausibly be seen as
constituting a ‘rule-set’ or ‘grammar’. For some of the elements mentioned by the
authors, it can convincingly be argued that they may be conceptualised as rules or
rule-sets. An example is roles. Boudon defines a role as “the group of norms to which the
holder of the role is supposed to subscribe” [6, p.40]. These norms, or rules, may be
upheld by an overarching organisation, such as in the case of the roles of teacher and
pupil, but this is not necessarily so. Like rules, roles coordinate the behaviour of actors
vis-à-vis each other because they create mutual expectations and make the actions of
other actors more predictable [7].
For other elements, it is more questionable whether they can be conceptualised as
rules. An example is technical models. These are representations of a class of technical
artefacts showing their (underlying) structure and function. Technical models “define
functional dependencies between parts of the artifact and between critical parameters,
dependencies between various performances of the artifact and dependencies between the
parts, the parameters and performances” [8, p.19]. According to Disco, Rip and Van der
Meulen [9]
“[i]n the classic configuration of the 19th and early 20th centuries ... technical
models generally started out as local and ad hoc constructions, and only later
tended to become stabilized within the cosmopolitan culture as standard
generators of design heuristics. The construction of technical models ...
gradually became a distinct type of activity within the overall process of
engineering design, i.e. ... gradually became the province of research specialists
within a cosmopolitan division of technological labor” [9, p.477].

Commonly accepted technical models thus serve to coordinate activities between
different locations, pre-eminently companies, where artefacts are designed, for example
by suggesting heuristics and by functioning as means for evaluation of designs, as well as
between design activities and research activities that aim at the optimisation of technical
models. Technical models can thus be said to contribute to, and enable, collective
coordination, just like rules do.
Now, can technical models be conceptualised as rules? Although there is no
consensus on the definition of the concept of rule, it is clear that one characteristic of
rules is that they make it possible to distinguish ‘right’ or ‘allowable’ actions from
‘wrong’ or ‘unallowable’ actions [10]. It is questionable whether technical models per se
have this feature. Technical models are design tools that can be employed or not in a
design process. Certainly, they suggest certain rules like search heuristics and rules for
the evaluation of a design may refer to technical models. However, as long as there is no
rule prescribing the use of a technical model in specific circumstances or for
specific purposes, the existence of a technical model hardly distinguishes allowable
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actions from inadmissible ones [11,12]. So, it seems somewhat odd to call a technical
model itself a rule.
Nevertheless, technical models - and other design tools like handbooks - are
important for understanding the genesis and continued existence of technological
regimes, as argued by, for example, Disco, Rip and Van der Meulen [9]. Technical
models and the like are therefore important ingredients in rule-following action with
respect to technology. This is the case because rules in technological development often
refer to design tools like technical models. But that is not the same as saying that
technical models are rules. Conceptually, it is perhaps more appropriate to say that
technical regimes are rule-sets and that other behavioural elements and concepts,
including the notion of technical model, may be required to understand the emergence
and ‘working’ of technological regimes.
For those who (want to) employ the concept of technological regimes in empirical
studies or for steering purpose, the main lesson of the above is that one should be aware
of the conceptual boundaries of the concept of regime and that of rule. We will further
elaborate on this issue in the section on the boundaries of technological regimes.

3

What explanatory power does the concept of a technological regime
have?

The concept of a technological regime was explicitly coined to serve in accounts that
explain technological development, either in the form of changes in technology or in the
form of the absence of changes. The latter is, given that technology is a social
phenomenon, perhaps even more in need of explanation than the former. An important
question is what the explanatory power of the concept is and how it can perform its
explanatory role. The mere introduction of a concept is not sufficient to claim
explanatory power. It will, for instance, not do to say that a particular form of technical
innovation was not developed ‘because it did not fit into the existing technological
regime’. The explication of a concept nevertheless serves as a kind of embryonic theory.
If a technological regime is conceived as a set of rules, then to say that a technique was
not developed because it did not fit into the existing technological regime is to say that
certain rules existed that prevented or obstructed the development of the technique. This
is no longer an empty statement. At the same time, in order to have explanatory value
such a statement will have to be substantiated. It will have to be made clear how such
things as rules help to explain social, and more specifically technological, development.
Clarity about the explanatory potential of the concept of a technological regime, as
well as of any alternative concept, is not just relevant to the satisfaction of our desire to
understand our world. Philosophically explanation and prediction are closely linked. An
adequate explanation of a phenomenon post factum should have enabled a prediction of
the same phenomenon if available ante factum. Although for the social sciences this can
only be an ideal, the ability to explain observed phenomena must certainly serve as an
indication of the ability to anticipate the effects of specific policies that aim to steer the
development of technology in desired directions.
Philosophical accounts of explanation just referred to generally see either a reference
to regularities and (descriptive) laws or a reference to causal mechanisms as a necessary
condition [13]. For the social sciences a reference to regularities and laws is notoriously
problematic. At the level of the social phenomena themselves, few, if any, regularities
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have been discovered that have direct explanatory force. An account that makes causal
mechanisms the central ingredient of social explanations seems therefore more promising
[14]. The prime candidate for a causal force in social phenomena seems to be human
agency. Human action directly brings about changes in the environment, but also
indirectly, through affecting the beliefs, attitudes and actions of other people, whereas for
most other entities in terms of which social phenomena are conceived, such as groups,
institutions, structures, etc., it is much more difficult to clarify what their place in the
causal order of things is.
It is felt, however, that a major difficulty for this causal approach is to link adequately
the individual level, where the causal forces are working, to the societal level, at which
the interesting phenomena of development and change that are to be explained are
generally identified. This is often called the micro-to-macro problem. On the one hand,
these social phenomena somehow result from the actions of the people participating in
them, but not always through the same simple mechanism, as these actions can be
expressly aimed at creating the social phenomenon but more often are not, such that the
resulting phenomenon was not intended by anyone in particular. On the other hand,
people do not act in a vacuum. The social arrangements that are seen as resulting from
the actions of many individuals at the same time are a continuous presence in shaping the
beliefs, expectations, attitudes, preferences and ultimately actions of these individuals.
People are constrained by social conditions in their actions. Social phenomena are
therefore both explananda and conditions in the explanantia.
The notion of a rule or rule set holds the prospect of a link between the micro and
macro levels. All rules have in common that they guide individual action. At the same
they are generally social in character in being shared among various individuals and in
serving to coordinate the actions of several people [15]. This is taken up by social
sciences in more than one way, however. For some, rules and rule sets are explicitly
distinguished to serve as an intermediary level in the explanation of social phenomena
[16]. For others, however, in a tradition that has strong roots in economics, rules are, in
their status of social ‘molecules’, the first candidates to be explained [17]. In the present
contributions, the notion of a technological regime [18] is used as an intermediary
concept. Its primary function is, therefore, to establish an explanatory relation
between individual actors and the social phenomena they both produce and live by. The
emergence of action-guiding rules as entities in the social world is then left
unexplained, which is not problematic as long as it is realised that this could be subject to
further explanation.
Nevertheless, not all social structure can be viewed as rule sets or institutional
arrangements, and human action is guided by more rules than the ones that are
sensibly incorporated into a technological regime, however broadly conceived.
Explanations of specific forms of technological development will therefore probably have
to take recourse to other concepts as well, and it is an important question what other
concepts might be necessary.
The regime perspective itself can be seen as constraining the range of acceptable
concepts. By conceiving regimes as sets of action-guiding rules, it sees social phenomena
as ultimately originating in individual human actions. Other concepts that are brought in
to explain phenomena should lend themselves to be naturally linked to individual action.
Thus a mere reference to a particular dominant ‘culture’ would therefore hardly help in
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explaining anything as long as it is not clear how this ‘culture’ translates to, say, values
that are ‘alive’ to the minds of the people whose actions are considered.
Among the concepts referred to in the contributions to this volume, a distinction can
be made between behavioural and non-behavioural factors. Among the latter can be
counted the physical constraints of what there is: infrastructure, implemented production
techniques, etc. These often considerably narrow the directions in which solutions to
existing or emerging problems can be sought. Their importance is especially emphasised
in the contribution by Moors and Mulder but they can also be seen at work in the
contributions of Ertsen and Ravesteijn.
Among the behavioural concepts, those referring to the political context seem to play
a larger role in the contributions than those referring to the economic context. This is, for
instance, the case in the contributions by Van de Poel, Hale and Goossens and by
Ravesteijn. It cannot be said, however, that the present contributions suggest ways to
conceptualise these contexts, or the interaction between them, and the technological
regime. They are treated mostly as exogenous, making their presence felt in the form of
decisions, requirements, incentives and the like, from ‘outside’ as it were. Nonetheless,
given the origin of the concept of a technological regime in the economics literature, the
contributions to this issue can also been seen as attempts to explore the explanatory value
of the concept outside of economic phenomena.

4

The boundaries of a regime

The compelling nature of technological regimes was stressed in all of the contributions in
this special issue. Rules comprising an existing technological regime exert an influence
on its future development. Following the critical analysis of the central concept of rules
that preceded, it now needs to be asked exactly which rules exert the influence? What are
the boundaries of a regime?
Regimes can be understood to have several kinds of boundaries. Certainly,
empirically, a particular technological regime will have boundaries. Without boundaries,
studying a phenomenon would be an insurmountable task. Philosophically, however, one
may observe that a concept without boundaries will not be able to help explain anything.
In the growing number of studies that use the concept of technological regime,
boundaries of each regime are explicitly or implicitly recognised in different ways.
Van de Poel, Hale and Goossens explicitly delineate the boundaries of the
technological regime related to safety and environmental issues geographically. The
North Sea and its surrounding countries that exploit it in search of oil and gas constitute
one single regime. Technological developments are not (much) influenced by
developments beyond these geographical boundaries. Ertsen and Ravesteijn are even
more specific and relate to Java.
The fact that historical boundaries of the particular regimes are widely acknowledged
is perhaps not surprising. Indeed, the very concept of the technological regime seems to
invite historical investigation (see Ravesteijn, this issue). Regularities in the development
of technology, and interrelations between technological artefacts have been the starting
point for developing a concept such as that of a technological regime. Nevertheless,
empirically, the technological regimes analysed are shown to grow from previous
regimes, where the dividing line between the one regime and the next is difficult to draw.
One could perceive of technological development as a cascade of regimes; the influence
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of one regime on the next is not always clearly visible (see also [19]), especially as subregimes are also recognised within this approach. The dividing line is difficult to draw,
and it remains a judgement-call depending much on the perspective that the academic
researcher takes.
Given the ambiguities surrounding the notion of technological regime, noted as well
in the previous sections of this concluding article, one would be wise to be explicit about
the boundaries for the regime studied, even if one would acknowledge that the exact
place where the boundaries are drawn is open for discussion.
Figure 2

The relation between the micro, meso and macro level in the dynamics of sociotechnical change as conceptualised in Kemp, Rip and Schot [20, Figure 10.1]

Whilst the question about the empirical boundaries of a technological regime are
relatively straightforward, this does not hold for the conceptual boundaries. Conceptually,
in the views developed by Rip and Kemp [1], Kemp, Schot and Hoogma [21], Kemp, Rip
and Schot [20] a technological regime is a concept at the meso level of analysis. It is thus
separated from the macro level of the social or sociotechnical landscape (see Figure 2)
[22]. At the micro level of the individual agents (human beings, organisations), novel
configurations are thought to emerge. When such novel configurations are ‘strategically’
‘managed’, they can find a ‘niche market’ where users ‘experiment’ with the
‘technology’ [23]. The need for broad and deep learning by users, for instance, is
emphasised. However, how exactly agents learn and interact with each other so that novel
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configurations might indeed alter existing regimes is as yet unexplored. The conceptual
link between the micro and the meso level might need additional, complementary insights
(as argued by Ravesteijn in this issue, as well as in the preceding section of this
contribution), such as those from actor-network theory. “Judiciously applying economic
(or social, for that matter) incentives and disincentives” is alluded to [20], but a more
elaborate, less ad hoc (cf. Verheul in this issue), theory that would explain human
behaviour and fit the framework seems to be needed.
Similarly, the relation between a technological regime and a sociotechnical system at
the macro level is unclear. A sociotechnical landscape, defined as a “landscape we live in
… composed of networks of infrastructures combined with nodes like the office or the
city” is where a regime is supposed to be ‘nested in’ [24]. But what the relation between
the landscape and the regime is, exactly, is yet to be specified. Indeed, when suggesting a
difference between a regime and a landscape, where the latter is a broader category
wherein the former is nested, one is led to believe that, conceptually, within the
theoretical framework developing the notion of technological regime, boundaries of that
concept must be acknowledged. In response to this question, Rip has responded,
however, that a “regime as grammar or rule-set has no (social) environment” [25].
To indicate that such a statement is untenable, it is useful to explicate the analogy
with language. Part of the inspiration for the concept of a technological regime as a
grammar seems to lie in (one point of view developed in) the philosophy of language
(see, most notably, [12]) [26]. In this field of research it is, however, despite the authority
of Wittgenstein, a not uncontested issue to present language as having no environment, as
being all-encompassing, even among philosophers of language (see [27]). The question
about the possibility of understanding language and the ‘real world out there’ without
using language might, however, be of a different nature than the question about the
possibility of understanding technology and technological development without the
concept of a technological regime as a grammar of rule-set.
Conceptual boundaries internal to the theoretical framework where the ‘technological
regime’ is developed as a tool for analysis are one issue. Another is the distinctions
between the concept of a technological regime and other concepts in related literatures.
Here, we do not want so much to draw attention to the similarities between the concept of
technological regime, on the one hand, and those of ‘technological paradigm’ [28],
‘techno-economic paradigm’ [29], ‘technological system’ [30], or still others on the other
hand. These have already been alluded to in the introduction to this special issue. Instead,
we want to point to some constituent parts of the concept of technological regime, and
how these are linked to and may easily be confused with other concepts. It seems that, as
an empirical study enters into more detail, it is not unlikely that what prima facie seemed
to be made understandable by the concept of technological regime may actually be
described as well or better in terms of other, related concepts. In an attempt to escape the
broad nature of the concept of technological regime, and focus on single (set of) rules
and/or artefacts, thus escaping the problem of being too unconscious about the empirical
boundaries of a regime, one could paradoxically reach the bounds of the concept of the
technological regime. Especially when focusing on artefacts that have ceased to develop
in a technical sense in a major way, and where market dynamics are of relatively greater
importance, this seems to be the case. The concept that immediately comes to mind here
is that of a standard. The concept of standard emanates from the management and
economics literature [31]. Although this is rare, the literature on standards could
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complement an analysis in terms of technological regime, thus benefiting research (cf.
Moors and Mulder in this issue).

5

The dynamics of technological change and regime transformation

If a theory of technical development is to be relevant for steering or managing
technology, it has to provide insight into both technological stability and change. Whilst
the concept of technological regime was introduced to account for the cumulative and
patterned character of technological development, studies on technological regimes do
also provide insight into technological change and shifts in, or transformation of,
technological regimes.
One of the things that has become clear from studies on technological regimes is that
new regimes usually grow out of old ones (see [19]). This insight is nicely illustrated in
the contribution of Ravesteijn. He shows in some detail how the technical-agricultural
irrigation regime grew out of the technical irrigation regime. As he states: “a
technological regime shift is not something that all of sudden comes out the blue, but
rather a gradual transformation, though its actual consequences - the artefacts to which it
leads - might suddenly come up”. The latter consequence is related to the fact that plans
for irrigation projects in the Dutch East Indies had a lead time of some decades. Also in
the contribution of Mulder and Moors, (potential) new regimes in tyre and zinc
production grew out of old ones; many of the rules of the new regimes are similar to the
old ones. Van de Poel, Hale and Goossens stress the historical and interrelated
character of regime rules. This not only means that the origination of new rules is
conditioned by existing rules but also that the degree to which existing rules (can) change
depends on the degree to which other rules change. In their case, this meant that what was
occurring was not a complete transformation of the existing regime, but rather a change
in some of the rules.
It is important to realise that technological change does not necessarily require a
regime shift or transformation; technological change may also occur within the bounds of
an existing regime. Ertsen describes the “quest for the perfect structure” in the Dutch East
Indies as taking place in a context where criteria and guiding principles have been settled,
i.e. within the context of an established technological regime. An example of
technological change within the bounds of a technological regime is also the promiserequirement cycle [32]. Promises or expectations that are shared within a technological
regime will be translated into requirements that guide the innovative activities of the
actors involved. The idea that technological regimes have a dynamic element was in fact
already part of Nelson and Winter’s conception of technological regimes. As they stress,
“[t]he sense of potential, of constraints, and of not yet exploited opportunities,
implicit in a regime focuses the attention of engineers on certain directions in
which progress is possible, and provides strong guidance as to the tactics likely
to be fruitful for probing in that direction. In other words, a regime not only
defines boundaries, but also trajectories to those boundaries” [3, p.57].

So, it seems possible to make a distinction between technological change within the
bounds of a technological regime and a change in the regime itself, a phenomenon
usually described as regime shift or regime transformation. This raises the conceptual
question in which cases we can speak of a regime transformation. One way to tackle this
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issue would be to make a distinction between core rules that are constitutive for a
technological regime and peripheral rules that guide technical development and
interactions between actors but are not constitutive for the regime (cf. [19]) [33]. Core
rules in such an approach would be related to guiding principles, promises and
expectations and design criteria. Whilst this may be a useful way to define regime
transformations or shifts, it is clear that the difference with dynamics within the bounds
of an existing regime is fluid.
Whether technological change takes place within the bounds of the existing regime or
not, insight in that regime is required to understand it and to develop options for steering
and governance. Taking account of the current regime may be a useful way to prevent
certain unpleasant surprises in employing policy instruments. The idea of stretch and fit,
proposed by Verheul, may be a good strategy for devising governance options that take
account of current technological regimes. On the basis of this, Verheul proposes specific
strategies like coercion, external pressure and the utilisation of mimetics. More important
perhaps than these specific strategies is the general idea that the design of governance
options should be based on an analysis of the current regime and on existing possibilities
for change.
Both the understanding of technological change and the design of governance options
require insight into the dynamics of regime shifts or transformations. The concept of
technological regime itself cannot completely explain the transformation from one
regime to the other. Therefore other concepts are also required, and the vast literature on
technological change may offer some help here. In Section 3 the general issue of
which other concepts the various contributions to this issue bring into their explanations
using the notion of technological regime was briefly discussed. Concerning regime shifts,
some ideas are developed in the contribution of Mulder and Moors.
They suggest two important mechanisms for regime transformation: competition and
proactive innovation.
The importance of competition is especially visible in the tyres case. Competition
between bias ply and radial tires, products of two distinct technological regimes, led to
the introduction of the bias belted tyre in the regime of bias tyres. So competition
between products of different technological regimes may lead to significant changes in
both regimes. This is an important addition to the general insight that competition
furthers innovation within the bounds of an existing regime [34].
Proactive innovation is the phenomenon that companies develop innovations in
anticipation of new user needs or new regulations. Mulder and Moors describe a number
of proactive innovations in the zinc production regime. Although not all of these
innovations have yet been successful, their availability enables future technological
change and a transformation of the current regime. Proactive development of innovations
is a more general phenomenon and it can be shown that in some technical or industrial
sectors it is more likely to take place than in others [4].
In the literature on technological regimes, other mechanisms for regime shifts have
been distinguished as well. These include the role of niches and the role of outsiders
[1,5,20,21]. We will not review these insights here.
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Conclusions

We introduced the concept of ‘technological regime’ as a promising concept for
understanding and explaining technological stability and change in the introduction to the
special issue. We can now conclude - on the basis of the contributions and this editorial that the concept indeed has a descriptive, explanatory and predictive power that can also
be put to work in concrete cases. The concept of ‘technological regime’ can not only be
used to describe the cumulative and patterned character of technological development,
but is also important in explaining it. Moreover, the concept can be used in the design of
governance options with respect to technology.
Despite the usefulness of the regime concept, it has also become clear that certain
problems are connected with the concept and its use. One is that the notion of rule, which
is central to the concept of technological regime, is conceptually less than clear. One
consequence is that different authors sometimes seem to speak about regimes while they
mean different things. This does, of course, not make the regime concept useless but it
means that one should be very careful in making clear what one means when one speaks
about a technological regime or about an ‘element’ of a technological regime. Empirical
analyses, in other words, should be reflexive about the conceptual difficulties in
employing the concept of ‘technological regime’. We hope that this special issue
contributes to this reflexivity.
Another conclusion is that the concept of ‘technological regime’ alone is not enough
to understand and explain technological stability and change. Other concepts are required
as well. This is hardly amazing given the diversity of empirical phenomena that is
relevant for technological development. The observation that other concepts are required
as well therefore cannot be called a weakness of the regime concept. However, as shown
in Franssen’s contribution, there is a tendency to broaden the regime concept to include
other relevant phenomena and concepts as well and to make the concept all
encompassing. We believe that this is an undesirable strategy because it blurs the
distinctions between empirically distinct phenomena and makes the concept conceptually
opaque. Moreover, a concept with no boundaries eventually explains nothing.
Whilst the concept of ‘technological regime’ should not be made too broad, it should
not be made too narrow either. In its most limited sense, the concept of ‘technological
regime’ boils down to stating that a dominant design or technological trajectory exists. In
that sense, the concept hardly adds anything to other existing concepts and does not help
to understand or explain technological stability and change. As argued, it is the notion of
‘rule’ - however problematic this notion still may be conceptually - that gives the concept
of ‘technological regime’ an added value. Although we have not systematically compared
the regime concept to other available concepts, it seems safe to conclude that the regime
concept is unique in stressing the notion of rule, and in explaining technological stability
and change in this way. For such reasons, the concept of technological regime is
indispensable in any theory of technical development.
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